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Abstract
A real matrix A is called an L-matrix if every matrix with the same sign pattern as A has
linearly independent columns. A nearly L-matrix is a matrix which is not an L-matrix, but
each matrix obtained by deleting one of its columns is an L-matrix. A generalized row sign
balanced (GRSB) matrix is a matrix which can be transformed to a matrix having both positive
and negative entries in each row by multiplying some of its columns by −1. In this paper, we
study the relations between L-matrices, nearly L-matrices and GRSB matrices. We obtain a
complete characterization of nearly L-matrices in terms of GRSB matrices. By comparing this
result with a well-known theorem about L-indecomposable, barely L-matrices, we find an in-
teresting duality relation between L-matrices and GRSB matrices. We also use GRSB matrices
to characterize the conditional S-matrices (which are closely related to nearly L-matrices and
the conditionally sign solvable linear systems). Finally, we propose some unsolved problems
for further research. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The sign of a real number a is defined to be 1, −1, or 0, according to the cases
a > 0, a < 0, or a D 0. The sign pattern of a real matrix A is the (0, 1, −1)-matrix
obtained from A by replacing each entry by its sign. The set of real matrices with the
same sign pattern as A is called the qualitative class of A, denoted as Q(A).
A real matrix A is an L-matrix provided that every matrix with the same sign
pattern as A has linearly independent columns. A is a barely L-matrix if A is an
L-matrix, but each matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its rows is not an
L-matrix.
L-matrices are important in the study of sign matrix theory and the theory of sign
solvable linear systems.
Brualdi et al. [3] defined and studied a class of matrices called nearly
L-matrices, which have the close relationships with the well-known S-matrices
[1, Chapter 4], conditional S-matrices (see [1, Section 11.1] and [3]), and the con-
ditionally sign solvable linear systems (see [1, Section 11.1] and [3]).
Definition 1.1. A real matrix A is called a nearly L-matrix if A is not an L-matrix,
but each matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its columns is an L-matrix.
In Section 3 of this paper, we will give a complete characterization of nearly L-
matrices. For this purpose, we first introduce a class of matrices called generalized
row sign balanced matrices (GRSB matrices) in Section 2. We will see that GRSB
matrices have close relationships with L-matrices. In Section 4, we reveal an interest-
ing analogy between our characterization theorem for nearly L-matrices (Theorem
3.1) and a fundamental characterization theorem for L-indecomposable, barely L-
matrices by Brualdi et al. in [1,2]. In fact, if we reformulate the characterization
theorem for L-indecomposable, barely L-matrices in terms of GRSB matrices as
in Theorem 2.B, and then slightly generalize it as in Theorem 4.A, we can find a
duality phenomenon between the statements of Theorem 4.A and the statements of
Theorem 3.1. That is, the statements of Theorem 3.1 can simply be obtained from the
statements of Theorem 4.A by interchanging “L” with “GRSB” and interchanging
“row” with “column”. We give some more examples showing such duality relations
between L-matrices and GRSB matrices in Section 4.
In Section 5, we give a characterization of conditional S-matrices (which play
an important role in the study of conditionally sign solvable linear systems) by using
GRSB matrices. In Section 6, we propose some unsolved problems about nearly
L-matrices as suggestions for further research.
2. GRSB matrices
In this section, we introduce the class of GRSB matrices and briefly discuss the
relationships between GRSB matrices and L-matrices. The ideas about GRSB ma-
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trices are essentially contained in the works of Brualdi et al. in [1,2], although they
did not formally define this class of matrices.
Two m  n matrices A and B are said to be permutation equivalent, denoted as
A  B, if A can be transformed into B by permuting its rows and columns.
A strict row (or column) signing of a matrix A is an operation of multiplying
some of the rows (or columns) of A by −1. A matrix which can be obtained from
A by a strict row (or column) signing of A is called a strict row (or column) signing
matrix of A.
Definition 2.1.
(1) A real matrix A is a row sign balanced matrix (abbreviated RSB matrix) if each
row of A contains both positive and negative entries.
(2) A real matrix A is a GRSB matrix if some strict column signing matrix of A is
an RSB matrix.
The following results, Proposition 2.1 and Theorems 2.A–2.C, are examples showing
the close relationships of GRSB matrices with L-matrices and non-L-matrices.
Proposition 2.1. If A is a GRSB matrix; then A is not an L-matrix.
Proof. By applying certain strict column signing we may assume that A is an RSB
matrix. Now since each row of A contains both positive and negative entries, there
exists a matrix QA 2 Q.A/ such that the sum of entries in each row of QA is 0. This
means that the columns of QA are linearly dependent and so A is not an L-matrix. 
Using GRSB matrices, the following well-known characterization of L-matrices
given in [1, Theorem 2.1.1] and [2] can now be reformulated in the following way.
Theorem 2.A T1;2U. A real matrix A is not an L-matrix if and only if A is permuta-
tion equivalent to a matrix of the following block partitioned formV

A1 B
O A2

; (2.1)
where A1 is a GRSB matrix containing at least one column.
From Theorem 2.A we see that GRSB matrices are in some sense the “cores” of
non-L-matrices. This suggests that GRSB matrices might be able to play a useful
role in the study of the problems related to L-matrices.
An L-matrix A is called L-decomposable if it is permutation equivalent to a matrix
of the following form:
X1 Y
O X2

;
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where X1 and X2 are both (nonvacuous) L-matrices. A is called L-indecomposable
if A is not L-decomposable.
The well-known characterization of L-indecomposable, barely L-matrices given
in [1, Theorem 2.2.5] and [2, Theorem 1] can also be reformulated in terms of GRSB
matrices in the following way.
Theorem 2.B T1;2U. Let A be an L-matrix. Then A is an L-indecomposable; barely
L-matrix if and only if each matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its rows is a
GRSB matrix.
The following theorem, Theorem 2.C, is also a reformulation of the Theorem
2.1.2 in [1] in terms of the GRSB matrices.
Theorem 2.C. Let A be an m  n matrix which does not have a p  q zero subm-
atrix for any positive integers p and q with p C q > n. Then A is an L-matrix if and
only if A is not a GRSB matrix.
In particular, if A contains no zero entries, then A is an L-matrix if and only if A
is not a GRSB matrix. This is essentially the idea in [1] of verifying that the matrices
Kk [1, p. 21] are barely L-matrices.
Theorems 2.A–2.C will be used as examples to show the duality relations between
GRSB matrices and L-matrices in Section 4.
3. Characterizations of nearly L-matrices
In this section, we give a characterization of nearly L-matrices in terms of GRSB
matrices. First we give the following definitions of barely GRSB matrices and in-
decomposable GRSB matrices which can be viewed as the dual notions of barely
L-matrices and L-indecomposable L-matrices.
Definition 3.1. A real matrix A is called a barely GRSB matrix if A is a GRSB
matrix, but each matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its columns is not a
GRSB matrix.
Definition 3.2. A GRSB matrix A is GRSB-decomposable if A is permutation equiv-
alent to a matrix of the following form:

X1 Y
O X2

; (3.1)
where both X1 and X2 are (nonvacuous) GRSB matrices.
A is GRSB-indecomposable if A is not GRSB-decomposable.
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Now we give the following characterization of nearly L-matrices by using GRSB
matrices.
Theorem 3.1. An m  n real matrix A is a nearly L-matrix with no zero rows if and
only if A is a GRSB-indecomposable; barely GRSB matrix.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that A is a nearly L-matrix with no zero rows . Then A
is not an L-matrix. So by Theorem 2.A, A is permutation equivalent to a matrix of
the following form:

X Z
O Y

; (3.2)
where X is a GRSB matrix containing at least one column. Now any matrix obtained
from A by deleting one of its columns is an L-matrix (since A is a nearly L-matrix),
so the
(
Z
Y

part of (3.2) must contain no column. So (3.2) is equal to (XO. But A
contains no zero rows, so (3.2) is equal to X and thus A is a GRSB matrix (since X
is). Also, any matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its columns is not a GRSB
matrix since it is an L-matrix, so A is a barely GRSB matrix.
Next, suppose A is GRSB-decomposable. Then it is clear from (3.1) that some
matrix obtained from A by deleting one column in the part
(
Y
X2

of (3.1) is still not an
L-matrix (since (X1O  is not an L-matrix), so A is not a nearly L-matrix, a contradic-
tion.
Sufficiency. Suppose that A is a GRSB-indecomposable, barely GRSB matrix.
Then A is not an L-matrix by Proposition 2.1. Now suppose that A is not a nearly
L-matrix. Then some submatrix A[j ] (obtained from A by deleting its jth column)
is still not an L-matrix. For simplicity, we may assume that A[n] is not an L-matrix.
Then A[n] is permutation equivalent to a matrix of the form (3.2), where X is a
GRSB matrix containing at least one column. Let b be the last column of A. Then
A D .ATnU, b) is permutation equivalent to a matrix of the following form:

X Z b1
O Y b2

; (3.3)
where (Y; b2) is also a GRSB matrix (certainly containing at least one column) since
A is a GRSB matrix. Now both X and (Y; b2) must contain at least one row since A
is a barely GRSB matrix. So both X and (Y; b2) are nonvacuous GRSB matrices and
therefore A is GRSB-decomposable. This contradiction completes the proof of the
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 will be used in Sections 4–6 of this paper.
The following example is a generalization of the example given in [3], which can
be verified to be “minimally” nearly L-matrices by using Theorem 3.1.
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Example 3.1. Let A be a matrix of order n1 C    C nk defined by
A D
0
BBBBB@
G1 O : : : O F1
F2 G2 : : : O O
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
O O : : : Gk−1 O
O O : : : Fk Gk
1
CCCCCA
; (3.4)
where Gi is a matrix of order ni > 2 defined by
Gi D
0
BBBBB@
1 −1 : : : 0 0
0 1 : : : 0 0
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
0 0 : : : 1 −1
−1 0 : : : 0 1
1
CCCCCA
(3.5)
and Fi is an ni  ni−1 matrix with exactly one nonzero entry (i  1; : : : ; k). Then A
is a nearly L-matrix, and each matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its rows is
not a nearly L-matrix.
Proof. We use Theorem 3.1 to show that A is a nearly L-matrix.
(1) A is clearly an RSB matrix. While deleting any column from A results in a
matrix having a row with exactly one nonzero entry (since each Fi contains only
one nonzero entry), which is certainly not a GRSB matrix. So A is a barely GRSB
matrix.
(2) Next we show that A is GRSB-indecomposable.
Suppose to the contrary that A is permutation equivalent to some
X1 Y
O X2

;
where both X1 and X2 are nonvacuous GRSB matrices. Then each row of X1 and
X2 contains at least two nonzero entries. Now for each i D 1; : : : ; k, suppose that
Gi 

Ai Bi
Oi Ci

;
where Ai , Bi , Oi and Ci are submatrices of X1, Y , O and X2, respectively. We claim
that either Gi  Ai or Gi  Ci (i.e., Gi is entirely contained in X1 or X2). Suppose
not, then Bi contains at least one row and at least one column (since Gi contains no
zero row or zero column). Notice that each proper submatrix of Gi obtained from
Gi by deleting some (not all) columns of Gi contains two rows with exactly one
nonzero entry, and each Fi contains only one nonzero entry, so some row of X1
intersecting .Ai; Bi/ would contain at most one nonzero entry, a contradiction. So
each Gi is entirely contained in X1 or X2. Thus X1 and X2 are both square and so
A is not fully indecomposable. On the other hand, A is fully indecomposable since
each diagonal entry of A is nonzero and A is also irreducible ([4], it is easy to check
that the associated digraph of A is strongly connected), a contradiction.
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Combining (1) and (2), we conclude (by Theorem 3.1) that A is a nearly L-matrix.
Now we consider the matrix A(i) obtained from A by deleting its ith row.
Case 1. The ith row contains a nonzero row of some Fj .
Then it is easy to see that A(i) is GRSB-decomposable.
Case 2. The ith row contains a zero row of some Fj (say j D 1, and assume that
the nonzero entry of F1 is in the first row).
If i D 2, then deleting the second column of A(i) results in a GRSB matrix, and
so A(i) is not a barely GRSB matrix;
If i > 3, let X2 be the submatrix of A(i) consisting of those rows indexed from 2
to i − 1 and those columns indexed from 2 to i. Then A(i) is permutation equivalent
to a matrix of the form
X1 Y
O X2

;
where both X1 and X2 are nonvacuous GRSB matrices. So A(i) is GRSB-decom-
posable.
Thus in any case A(i) is not a nearly L-matrix by Theorem 3.1. 
4. Duality relations between GRSB matrices and L-matrices
In this section, we show by comparing Theorems 3.1 and 2.B that there exist
certain kinds of duality relations between GRSB matrices and L-matrices. We also
give further examples of such duality relations by comparing Theorem 2.A and Prop-
osition 4.1 of this section. For this purpose, we first define the notion of nearly GRSB
matrices which can be viewed as the dual notion of nearly L-matrices.
Definition 4.1. A real matrix A is called a nearly GRSB matrix if A is not a GRSB
matrix, but each matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its rows is a GRSB
matrix.
In order to reveal the duality relations between GRSB matrices and L-matrices
implicitly existing in Theorems 3.1 and 2.B, we first prove the following result which
is a slight generalization of Theorem 2.B.
Theorem 4.A. An m  n real matrix A is a nearly GRSB matrix with no zero
columns if and only if A is an L-indecomposable; barely L-matrix.
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.B, we only need to prove that if A is a nearly GRSB
matrix with no zero columns, then A must be an L-matrix. Suppose not, then by
Theorem 2.A, A is permutation equivalent to a matrix of the form (3.2), where X is
a GRSB matrix containing at least one column. Now Y is not a GRSB matrix since
X is a GRSB matrix but A is not. So .O; Y / is not a GRSB matrix, and thus the
.X;Z/ part of (3.2) must contain no row since A is a nearly GRSB matrix. Therefore
(3.2) is equal to .O; Y / and A would contain a zero column because the submatrix
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O in (3.2) contains at least one column. This contradiction shows that A must be an
L-matrix. 
Comparing Theorems 3.1 and 4.A, we can find that the statements of Theorem
3.1 can be simply obtained from the statements of Theorem 4.A by interchanging
“GRSB” and “L” and replacing “column” by “row”. This is what we mean by the
duality of GRSB matrices and L-matrices.
We can give some more examples of such duality relations.
The following proposition, Proposition 4.1, is a kind of dual proposition of The-
orem 2.A in the sense that its statements can be obtained from the statements of
Theorem 2.A by interchanging “GRSB” and “L”, replacing “column” by “row”, and
replacing “A1” by “ A2”. We now prove that this Proposition 4.1 is true.
Proposition 4.1. A real matrix A is not a GRSB matrix if and only if A is permuta-
tion equivalent to a matrix of the following block partitioned formV
A1 B
O A2

; (4.1)
where A2 is an L-matrix containing at least one row.
Proof. Sufficiency. If A2 is an L-matrix containing at least one row. Then A2 is not
a GRSB matrix, and so A is not a GRSB matrix.
Necessity. If A is an L-matrix, then we take A2 D A. If A is not an L-matrix, then
by Theorem 2.A, A is permutation equivalent to a matrix of the form (2.1). Let
A1 B
O A2

be a matrix of the form (2.1) with the largest number of columns of (the GRSB
matrix) A1 which is permutation equivalent to A. Then A2 must be an L-matrix (for
otherwise we can use Theorem 2.A to A2 to get a contradiction to the maximality of
the number of columns of A1). Now A1 is a GRSB matrix. So (A1 B) is also a GRSB
matrix. But A is not a GRSB matrix. So A2 contains at least one row. 
Proposition 4.1 shows that the duality relations between GRSB and L-matrices
can sometimes help us to find some results which are previously unknown to us.
Finally, we notice that the dual proposition of Theorem 2.C (obtained from
Theorem 2.C by interchanging “GRSB” and “L” ) is actually equivalent to Theorem
2.C itself. So the dual proposition of Theorem 2.C is also true.
5. GRSB matrices and conditional S-matrices
Conditional S-matrices (or CS-matrices) are introduced by Brualdi et al. in
[1,3], and are used to characterize the conditionally sign solvable linear systems.
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CS-matrices are generalizations of the well-known S-matrices and have close
relationships with nearly L-matrices and GRSB matrices. In this section, we use
Theorem 3.1 to give a characterization of CS-matrices in terms of GRSB matrices.
Definition 5.1. A real matrix A is called a CS-matrix if it satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) A is a nearly L-matrix with no zero rows.
(2) For any matrices A0, A002 Q.A/ and nonzero vectors u0 and u00 with A0u0=0 and
A00u00=0, we have either sgn u0=sgn u00 or sgn u0 D −sgn u00.
The following lemma will be used in Definition 5.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be an m  n GRSB matrix and v be a 1  n real matrix with no
zero entries. Then the following two conditions for the matrix (Av are equivalentV
(1)

A
v

is not a GRSB matrix.
(2)

A
v

is an L-matrix.
Proof. Condition (2) implies (1) by Proposition 2.1. We now show that (1) implies
(2). Suppose that (Av is not an L-matrix. Then by Theorem 2.A, (Av is permutation
equivalent to a matrix of the form

A1 B
O A2

; (5.1)
where A1 is a GRSB matrix containing at least one column. Now v contains no zero
entries. So v must be permuted into the (A1; B) part and thus (0, A2) is permutation
equivalent to a row submatrix of the GRSB matrix A. This implies that A2 is also
a GRSB matrix. Therefore (5.1) is a GRSB matrix since both A1 and A2 are GRSB
matrices. So
(
A
v

is a GRSB matrix, a contradiction. 
Definition 5.2. An m  n GRSB matrix A is called an extremal GRSB matrix if
there exists an 1  n real matrix v with no zero entries such that the matrix (Av
satisfies one of the two conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. If A is an m  n extremal GRSB matrix; then A is a nearly L-matrix.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume A is an RSB matrix. First we
show that A is a barely GRSB matrix. Suppose not, then for some index j , the matrix
A[j ] obtained from A by deleting its jth column is a GRSB matrix. So it is easy to
verify that for any 1  n real matrix v with no zero entries, (Av is still a GRSB matrix,
contradicting the hypothesis that A is an extremal GRSB matrix.
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Similarly, we can show that A is GRSB-indecomposable. So A is a nearly
L-matrix (with no zero rows) by Theorem 3.1. 
Now we prove the following characterization theorem for CS-matrices. We use
en to denote the row vector of dimension n with all entries equal to 1.
Theorem 5.1. An m  n real matrix A is a CS-matrix if and only if it is an extremal
GRSB matrix.
Proof. Necessity. By Definition 5.1 and Theorem 3.1, a CS-matrix is a GRSB
matrix. After certain strict column signing we may assume that A is an RSB matrix.
Thus there exists some A0 2 Q.A/ satisfying A0eTn D O . Therefore for any A00 2
Q.A/ and x0 2 Rn with A00x0 D O , we must have sgn x0 D eTn (with  D 0, 1 or
−1), by the definition of CS-matrices.
Take B D (Aen, then by the above arguments we see that for any B 0 2 Q.B/ and
x0 2 Rn with B 0x0 D O , we must have x0 D O . So B is an L-matrix and thus A is
an extremal GRSB matrix.
Sufficiency. By Lemma 5.2, any extremal GRSB matrix is a nearly L-matrix with
no zero rows. So we only need to verify that A satisfies condition (2) of Defini-
tion 5.1. Suppose not, then there exists some A0 2 Q.A/ and some x0 2 Rn with
A0x0 D O such that sgn x0 62 fO; eTn ;−eTn g. This x0 must contain no zero entries
since A is a nearly L-matrix. It follows that x0 contains both positive and negative
entries and so there exists a row vector u of dimension n with all entries positive
such that ux0 D 0. Thus
(
A0
u

x0 D O and so
(
A
en

is not an L-matrix.
Without loss of generality, we now assume that A is an RSB matrix. Then for any
1  n real matrix v with no zero entries, either (Av is not an L-matrix (if sgn v D en
or sgn v D −en), or
(
A
v

is an RSB matrix (if otherwise). So by definition A is not an
extremal GRSB matrix, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
6. Some problems for further study
In this section, we propose some unsolved problems about nearly L-matrices as
suggestions for further researches.
1. A real matrix A is called a minimally nearly L-matrix if A is a nearly L-matrix,
but each matrix obtained from A by deleting one of its rows is not a nearly L-matrix.
Obviously, every nearly L-matrix contains a minimally nearly L-matrix as its row
submatrix. Examples of minimally nearly L-matrices can be found in [3], and these
examples are generalized to Example 3.1 of this paper. As pointed out by Brualdi
et al. in [3], it is natural to consider and study the class of minimally nearly
L-matrices. So our first problem is.
Problem 1. Characterize the minimally nearly L-matrices.
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2. Suppose that A is a square nearly L-matrix, then AT need not be a nearly
L-matrix, as can be shown by the following example:
0
BB@
−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 0
1 1 −1 0
1 1 1 0
1
CCA :
So the second problem we propose is.
Problem 2. Characterize those square matrices A such that A is a nearly L-matrix,
but AT is not a nearly L-matrix.
3. Extendable problem. A real matrix A is called nearly L-extendable if some
matrix obtained by adding a new column to A is a nearly L-matrix.
Obviously, every nearly L-extendable matrix is an L-matrix, and every matrix ob-
tained from a nearly L-matrix by deleting one of its columns is nearly L-extendable.
The following matrix is an example of an L-matrix which is not nearly L-extendable:
0
BBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 −1 1 1
0 1 −1 1
−1 1 1 −1
−1 1 1 1
1
CCCCA :
More generally, if we take A as the following (where c and d are column vectors):

1 O 0
c B d

such that (B d) is an L-matrix and (c B) is a GRSB matrix, then it can be verified
that A is an L-matrix which is not nearly L-extendable. For, suppose we add a column
b D .b1; : : : ; bn/T to A to form a new matrix A1=(A b). If b1 D 0, then A1 is not a
GRSB matrix since the first row of A1 contains only one nonzero entry; if b1 =D 0,
then A1 is not a barely GRSB matrix since deleting the last column of A from
A1 results in a GRSB matrix. So in any case A1 is not a nearly L-matrix by
Theorem 3.1.
In view of the above example, we propose the following problem.
Problem 3. Characterize the nearly L-extendable matrices.
The special case of Problem 3 for square matrices (i.e., extending SNS matrices
to S-matrices) has been studied in [5].
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